
The client: A global supply chain and
logistics technology platform provider
with $325 million in annual revenue. 

The challenge: Following limited growth
in EMEA and a change in GTM strategy
for the region, the client required a
leader to drive transformation and
growth. It was important to the client
that candidates not only met their skill
and leadership requirements, but also fit
with the companies values and culture. 

The solution: Drawing on her strong
understanding of company culture,
people and leadership; Lizzy led her
team to place an exceptional leader who
demonstrated the strong intellect,
expertise who was the right culture fit for
the client. 

RETAINED SEARCH | EMEA

The client: A global technology company
revolutionizing warehouse operations
and fulfilment with AI-driven software. 

The challenge: The client sought to
strategically scale their business pre-IPO.
To drive their desired growth, they
required a VP for their North American
territory, able to demonstrate a key
blend of retail, technology, automation
and leadership experience. 

The solution: Drawing on Gillespie
Manners expansive networks, and
knowledge of the supply chain
technology space, Lizzy successfully
placed a VP of North America. Her team
have since placed 5 further sales roles
within this team. 
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The client: A $160million global leader in SaaS Logistic, Transport Management and
Global Trade Compliance solutions. 

The challenge: The client sought to hire an Enterprise Sales Executive within the
competitor space to grow regional revenue in APAC, an area which had previously
seen limited growth under their existing team. 

The solution: Lizzy undertook a comprehensive search of the Singapore market across
the transportation and logistics technology industries and after much persistence was
able to secure a top performing Account Executive from a direct competitor in the
space.
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www.linkedin.com/in/lizzy-kurtzer

www.gil lespiemanners.com

Lizzy Kurtzer

S u p p l y  C h a i n
T e a m  M a n a g e r

Over 5 year' hands-on
industry experience

Prince2 Certification

AoEC Certificate in Executive
Coaching

Lizzy leads the Gillespie Manners
Supply Chain and Manufacturing
practice, project managing  mid
to senior and C-level assignments
across the UK, US, EMEA and
APAC.

 

lizzy.kurtzer@gillespiemanners.com

 +44 (0) 1442 861 028

RICHARD LANPHEARE - DIRECTOR OF NORTH AMERICAN SALES AT GREYORANGE

"I have worked with Lizzy and her team over the last 7-9 months and it has been an outstanding experience. I really appreciate the attention to detail and persistent
follow up that she and the team did but no matter how high the marks are for those efforts, they are still second to the more immeasurable people/soft skills of
connecting in a meaningful way that really sets Lizzy apart from others. I felt she was not only looking to find good candidates during our recruitment search but she had
this innate ability to connect and understand me as a manager and a human being in order to then take some of the more subjective requirements into consideration
when reviewing candidates and introducing them into the process. Yes, recruitment is an effort of filling a functional role/position with a properly qualified candidate but
Lizzy understands the "human" element of the match making process which is where I really saw value above and beyond that most others just can't deliver."
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UNITING TALENT AND INDUSTRY

Gillespie Manners search and selection
drives businesses forward by carefully

selecting the right talent for the right
roles. We conduct retained Executive

Search, Extended Multiple Hire Search
Programmes and Market Incubation
Consulting in the UK, North & South

America, EMEA and APAC. 
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